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I like to say I want to have and maintain
relationships with both business and
academia in the food industry.
Q. Have you enjoyed teaching in the MAB
program? Describe the experience.
A. I enjoy the MAB courses for similar
reasons other professors in the
department enjoy it. Students bring a
more developed sense of their business
opportunities and constraints to the
class and are eager to learn and be
more successful/productive in their
environments. But, I just might have
a little bit more satisfaction than my
esteemed colleagues in our department.
For some students, I could represent
a living testimony of someone who
graduated and extended his role in the
food and agribusiness industries.
Describing my experience… hmm…. I
taught my first MAB course AGEC 700
Applied Agribusiness Economics this
summer. The first time I met with the
students was in the same classroom
I sat in eight years ago. I have taught
other graduate level courses including
a competitive analysis course that uses
managerial economic concepts, so I was

prepared for the course content, but I
must admit I had a little more anxiety
during our first meeting than I typically
have for other courses. I quickly settled
into using the technology as an instructor.
The technology is different than when I
went through the program as a student,
and it requires a lot more involvement
from an instructor than it does from the
student. The students were patient with
me and I appreciate that.
Q. How does academia compare to
industry?
A. This is a great question I get asked
a lot by my colleagues in industry.
Organizationally, they are very similar in
terms of the use of incentives, hierarchy,
goals and constraints. There are business
and social aspects academia and industry
with [surprisingly] seemingly similar
degrees of importance. I really like the
idea of the freedom to choose your own
work in academia. This is probably the
biggest difference I can see at this point in
my career.
Q. What suggestions/advice do you have
for anyone considering making the move
from industry to teaching?
A. It is kind of funny, but I have had some

ask me why I changed careers. I don’t look
at is as changing my career, but more so
of adding on to my career. The teaching
and research are merely an addendum to
my career in the food industry.
1) Seek the advice of people who love
you, who want to see you be successful
and have the insight to guide you
spiritually, professionally, and financially.
2) Be very clear and honest about why
you want to pursue this. Your mind can
put you into a lot of situations, but it is
your heart that gets you through the
tough times. Believe me there will be
tough times. Earning the Ph.D. was one
of the most difficult things I have done
regarding my career.
3) Have faith. For me this journey was my
biggest faith walk yet.
4) Be flexible and resilient, things don’t
always go as planned.
5) Develop a model for your success.
Lay out the explanatory variables that
will influence your goal and then list
your assumptions. Continue to re-run
that model as new information becomes
available or your assumption become true
or false. Adjust, Adjust, Adjust.

Students complete thesis projects
To read current or previous thesis projects, go to http://krex.k-state.edu/dspace/ and search by author, title or keywords (no log-in
required). To read a thesis written before 2008 or view thesis defense, log onto K-State On-Line, www.online.ksu.edu, with your eID
and password. Go to the MAB Community Page, go to Files & Content and click on Theses.
Aaron Bartholomay (‘13), Analysis of Machine Failure Codes and the Impact on Customer Satisfaction
Dana Brooks (‘13), Potential for Methane Digesters on U.S. Dairy Farms
Chris Bursiek (13), Factors Influencing Aftermarket Parts Sales in China: The Case of an American Manufacturer
Nanci Daesch (‘13), Identifying the Finance Skills Sets Needed for a Large Multi-National Agricultural Company
Travis Davis (‘12), General Merchandising LLC’s Colleagues’ Perceptions of the JMTP Program and its Effectiveness: The Case on
How to Produce Effective Leaders
Brandon Garrett (‘13), Impacts of the Recession and Horse Slaughter Ban on the U.S. Thoroughbred Industry
Juan Finelli (‘13), Feasibility of a Commercial Instant Noodle Production Line in Argentina: A Journey to a Fascinating ValueAdded Product
Grant Good (‘13), Feasibility of Diesel-Electric Hybrid Drives for Combine Harvesters
Beth Holmes (‘13), Assessing Regional Volatility and Estimating Regional Cotton Acres in the United States
Michael Kempke (‘13), A Logistics Optimization Study for Garden City Co-Op, Inc.
Sally Long (‘13), Evaluating Farm Management Strategy Using Sensitivity and Stochastic Analysis
Sosthenes Mwansa (‘13), Comparative Investment Analysis for Small Scale Broiler and Layer Enterprises in Zambia
Ron Vargas (‘13), Feasibility of Custom Strawberry Farming in Oceanside, California
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